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ABSTRACT
In a University course on phenomenology, embodiment and
tangible interaction, students were asked to design and build
installations that can be played. This article describes some of
their works and the concept of the course. The results are critically
discussed. The aim of the course was to invite and motivate
students to connect phenomenological ideas with their own work.
Students were invited to uncover phenomenological theories, to
explore them on their own and to integrate their findings with
their practice. We attempted to establish a feedback loop of
practical work and theoretical reasoning, in a natural way, a
holistic approach. The course appears to have worked to get basic
ideas of phenomenology across and to offer students a new
perspective. The relevance and significance of phenomenological
concepts for interaction design were shown. Many students
successfully explored these and found their own access and focus.
The works show some interesting ideas, and it is exciting to see
first use of this powerful position in students' own creative work
within the domain of interactive systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia
Information Systems – artificial, augmented, and virtual realities.

General Terms
Design, Experimentation.

Keywords
Play, phenomenology, embodied interaction, tangible interfaces,
interaction design, Mixed Reality, installation, teaching.

1. INTRODUCTION
The course Embodiment, Tangible Interaction and Games was
offered as an elective in the Bachelor of Creative Technologies
(BCT) program at Auckland University of Technology, New
Zealand, in semester 1, 2011. This was the first time the course
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was run. The program was only established a few years ago in
2008 and is located within the Interdisciplinary Unit which was
formed to develop new experimental alliances, research
collaborations and student-centred learning experiences across the
overlapping disciplines of Art & Design, Computing &
Mathematical Sciences, Communications & Media Studies, and
Engineering. The research-led BCT is seen as a key component of
this interdisciplinary project.
While the program seeks to shift the traditional focus from
teaching-by-transmission to a more socialized notion of learning
through collaboration, the day to day experience of our
'collaboratory' – an experimental studio environment for nurturing
collaboration and creativity – has also shown us that such learning
spaces will foster complex, subtle, dynamic, risky and
opportunistic relationships; between academics and students as
agents in a network of competing methodologies, knowledge
domains, technological developments, skills and applications.
Within this new learning context, institutional power relationships
and individual agencies of teacher, learner, practitioner or peer are
frequently inverted, or may become fluid and provocative enough
to challenge traditional pedagogical expectations and institutional
structures of authority. Given the current international interest in
both 'creativity' and 'collaboration' in numerous educational policy
documents and graduate profiles, it is appropriate and timely that
the program initiates both critical and playful engagement with
this these themes – not least by challenging institutional praxis.
The initial motivation for the course was to uncover the
conceptual background of tangible interaction, given its academic
popularity and commercial success in the last years. This should
happen in a collaborative and participatory manner, with students
taking as much control as possible, at all stages of the process.
The course was open to year two and three students. We discussed
ideas of phenomenology in relation to software systems and
attempted to develop holistic concepts for interactive, playable
installations. A number of these was realized and incorporated the
arrangement of physical objects in space, and bodily action and
movement in a collaborative or competitive setting of multiple
users as outlined by Dourish [1]. The students came up with very
different ideas for their projects which varied considerably in the
ways they established connections to phenomenology. Some
works were open-ended and invited free exploration, some had
explicitly defined and formulated goals and were organised in
levels or rounds; some had background stories, some incorporated
abstract entities; some took the notion of playful interaction in the
direction of action games, some moved towards artistic reflection.
The student works were conceived and created in a process that

attempted to include and connect theory and practice, writing and
building, reflection and action. Lectures were accompanied by
technical tutorials and exercises. Students were asked to research
theory, implement a classic computer game, create several designs
for their project, build mock-ups and prototypes, and present,
discuss and critique their works.
A formal evalution of the results of the course was not attempted,
and evidence is presented in anecdotal form. The discussion is
written from a lecturer's perspective, with student feedback
integrated in the text where appropriate. While we describe
problems students encountered, we are not proposing any specific
solutions how to avoid these; as a learning process, we believe it
was a rewarding experience, and the course appears to have
worked to get ideas of phenomelogy across, offer students a new
perspective, and to motivate them to find their own access.

Figure 1. Classic examples: The Reactive Room, The Marble
Answering Machine1

computing were discussed, as was the rise of tangible interaction
into mainstream research in the last decade. Well-known
examples of tangible and social computing as The DigitalDesk,
The Reactive Room, The Marble Answering Machine, The
Dangling String/Live Wire, Feather, Scent, and Shaker, and
works by Hiroshi Ishii's Tangible Bits Group such as metaDESK,
The Ambient Room, Illuminating Light and Urp4 (Figure 1–Figure
2) established connections between theory and design practice.

3. TUTORIAL
The technical basics for the course were the topic in the hands-on
tutorial in the first weeks of the semester, to facilitate an
immediate transition from talking/listening to doing, from
reflection to action. The most relevant structures, common
problems and solutions in game programming were explained
(e.g. adjusting program speed to different computer speeds,
blitting of sprites, movement, collisions, scrolling, particle
systems, input event management, fonts, timers). We also tinkered
a little bit with hardware and modified a joystick.
The tutorial was scheduled to take place after the lecture. But in
our studio setting much interaction between students and lecturers
is informal, unplanned and incidental. Much counseling was done
outside of teaching hours, and some sessions lasted from 6 until
10pm. Cooperation and collaboration between groups and
individuals was intense. Students helped each other and even got
support from students from other electives who happened to be
around. Further learning was done by the students as interested
and needed.

4. EXERCISES

Figure 2. The Dangling String and metaDESK2

2. LECTURE
The lecture focussed on the theoretical side of tangible
interaction, that is, phenomenology and Dourish's concept of
embodiment [1]. Further topics were the historical perspective of
the ethnographical method in anthropology and its connection to
human-computer interaction (e.g. CSCW) since the 1980s,
especially in the work of Lucy Suchman [2] and Don Norman
(e.g. [3]). A short history of the development of the interactive
computer exemplified the relationships, influences and
interactions between conceptual and technical developments.3
Visions, concepts and applications of Virtual Reality, Augmented
Reality, Mark Weiser's ubiquitous computing and embedded
1
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For some of the students, many of which were born around
1990, this was very astonishing and could easily have happened
in the middle ages.

Hearers of lectures can only make sense of what they hear by
themselves. They need to think it through and make their own
experiences in their practice; they need to find their own access
and focus in the material, and see how that fits with their previous
work. They will also focus on certain aspects, define their own
(e.g. artistic) position in relation to it and use the new possibilities
to spread their own message. To initiate and facilitate this process,
students were expected to invest a lot of practical work to
complement the theoretical treatment of the topic in the lectures.
Twelve exercises, overlapping in time, and varying in size and
scope, attempted to connect theory to students' own work. Some
of the exercises were quite close to the lecture, while others
invited students' own exploration; a few were individual exercises
(i.e. the initial Pong exercise and all four feedback exercises), but
most were to be done in groups of up to three people. The course
outline stated that 'we [would] look at relevant artistic works, see
how different phenomenological concepts relate to [students']
projects, discuss [their] ideas, try out [their] prototypes, give and
receive feedback [...] [. A]t the beginning of the semester
[participants would] be asked to implement a basic computer
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The DigitalDesk was developed by Pierre Wellner (e.g. [4]); The
Reactive Room by Cooperstock et al. (e.g. [5]); The Marble
Answering Machine by Durrell Bishop; The Dangling String by
Natalie Jeremijenko (e.g. nano.xerox.com/weiser/calmtech/
calmtech.htm (13/6/2011)); Feather, Scent, and Shaker by Rob
Strong and Bill Gaver [6]; metaDESK by Brygg Ullmer, Hiroshi
Ishii [7]; The Ambient Room by Craig Wisneski et al. [8];
Illuminating Light [9] and Urp [10] by John Underkoffler,
Hiroshi Ishii.

game to get going, then to develop a design draft of the
installation [they] want to realize, to present and discuss it, and
finally to actually program and build it.' At the end of the semester
they should '[c]ritically review [their] work and put it into context
in a reflective statement.' (Course Outline, semester week 2)
We startet with a basic Pong implementation, toyed around with
it, changed it, and finally modified it into variants of Space
Invaders (Figure 3–Figure 5). Students were asked not to 'aim to
copy the 1978 Space Invaders game, but interpret it in an original
and exciting way [...] [to] use what [they had] to make a clever
little game. [...] This exercise [was] meant for [them] to
familiarize [themselves] with programming and designing a
simple game, get a grip on organizing such a task, and as a
possible starting point for [their] later developments.' (Course
Outline) We wanted to focus on the interactivity of the system,
and not on, for instance, modelling, storytelling or networked/
online games, and used C++ with the SDL library
(www.libsdl.org) which supplies basic access to user input,
screen, audio, etc. The rather low level of programming allowed
students to appreciate the possibilities and experience the
problems in designing their own games and to be in complete
control.

similarly or differently.' (Course Outline) Formulating one's ideas
and opinions on something and putting together a written
argument proved quite hard work and unpopular, but was
arguably immensely valuable. Not only for the groups who
received informed critiques that they could use to improve their
work or later as material for their final reflective statement, but
also, and probably in the first place, for the people doing the
reviews. Although initially much feedback was along the lines of
'nice game, great fun, but not enough time', students increasingly
identified substantial issues and problems, and were willing to
discuss these. We started this process by looking at artistic or
playful interactive works from other people which participants
found on the net and presented in class. Discussing these works
helped students to get ideas about the context they would be
working in, to locate their own work, to facilitate the production
of ideas, and to get an intuitive feeling for relevant questions in
the area of tangible interaction. For instance, we discussed the
Reactable, a virtual pottery wheel (Unfold's L'Artisan
Electronique), a racing game controlled by an audience of
hundreds (Lassa Racing), performance-oriented work/AR
installations (SWEATSHOPPE: Interactive Painting, Immaterials:
Light painting WiFi), Boundary Functions, AR Toolkit (e.g. Julian
Oliver's Level Head), and various color and motion tracking
games and installations (e.g. Sixth Sense)5 (Figure 6–Figure 7).

Figure 3. Space Invaders variants: Frog Attack, Throat
Invaders

Figure 6. Related works: The Reactable, Boundary Functions

Figure 4. Defend Planet Earth!!!, Alien Menace

Figure 7. Level Head, Immaterials: Light painting WiFi
Students developed and presented first drafts for their final work
in 5-minute design blitz sketches. They were asked to '[d]escribe
the[ir] main idea'; the presentations were to be centered on (few)
conceptual questions to explore, and to clearly explain why the
work would be 'interesting and relevant for [our] paper'. They
5

Figure 5. Stitch Invaders, Space Strike
An important part beside working on one's own project was to
learn to seriously look at other people's interactive work and to
constructively critisize it. Participants produced written feedback
on other student works and peer reviewed projects at multiple
stages of their development (idea, concept draft, interactive
prototype, final work). Students should '[b]e critical and serious,
name problems, ask questions, [and] be specific!' They should
also 'suggest solutions or name other works that address the issues

The Reactable, e.g. www.reactable.com/products/live/design;
virtual
pottery
wheel,
www.creativeapplications.net/
openframeworks/lartisan-electronique-openframeworks; Lassa
Racing, vimeo.com/1736833; SWEATSHOPPE: Interactive
Painting, www.sweatshoppe.org; Immaterials: Light painting
WiFi, www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/8/view/13427/lightpainting-wifi-by-timo-arnall-jorn-knutsen-einar-snevemartinussen.html; Boundary Functions, www.snibbe.com/
projects/interactive/boundaryfunctions;
Level
Head,
selectparks.net/~julian/levelhead; Sixth Sense, www.youtube.
com/watch?v=mzKmGTVmqJs (all 5/7/2011)

should strive to '[b]e inventive and creative, [...] [and] not limit
[themselves] by thinking too much about practical problems' on
how to realize their concept. These should not be considered or
discussed at this point. Students should avoid also to 'focus
already on a certain technology' as we were confident that strong
concepts could be realized in many ways. But students should be
critical on a conceptual level, and relate and '[c]ompare [their]
concept to other works' (Course Outline) and roughly specify its
scope and focus. Open questions should be discussed, as they
might indicate directions for creative exploration. All groups got
immediate critical feedback to their plans in an initial discussion,
and a day later written feedback from the other students, which
was to be more deliberate and balanced.6
Students prepared presentations on Edmund Husserl, Martin
Heidegger, Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Alfred Schutz, and also
on Ludwig Wittgenstein and J. J. Gibson. Participants could select
one of these philosophers or nominate somebody else. They were
asked to shortly '[d]escribe [...] [a person's] life and times,
motivation, main questions, work and [its] reception', to 'discuss
[...] ideas, [to] relate [them] to other theories' and to indicate their
'relevance for tangible interaction design and [students'] work.'
(Course Outline) This exercise was intended to give people the
opportunity to go out and discover theories that may be
interesting, relevant and helpful in connection with their own
pratice and to develop their own way of accessing the topic of the
lecture in a different way. It can, of course, only function as an
overview about the different theoretial frameworks, as a starting
point for further exploration.
A mid-way interaction test run was another possibility for
presenting one's work and giving and getting peer feedback. In the
presentations participants should 'explain [their] vision, show how
the basic interaction work[ed], state and discuss open questions,
[and] be open to suggestions [from the audience]. The more
specific [they could] be about [their] project, the bigger [was] the
opportunity for getting qualified feedback!' (Course Outline)
Practical issues and considerations should be discussed,
approaches to solve problems should be presented, a specific
work plan should exist and it should be clear what functionality
was yet to be implemented and how this could be done. It was
emphasized that it was essential at this stage to have and present a
prototype which allowed to effectively test the essential parts of
the work; for instance, if the interaction is fun, thrilling,
challenging and/or inviting critical reflection. The presentation
and discussion was intented to be 'the last opportunity' to get
'critical and constructive' feedback 'to substantially change' or
modify own work before the presentations of the final works.
(Course Outline).
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The request to first formulate an abstract concept to explore, and
then only later focus on certain technology, material or system
is in some ways contradicting the phenomenological idea of
unity of mind and matter, of a wholistic concept of making and
learning and refining, a continuous process with many iterations
and loops and feedback. But it worked well; students were open
to discuss their ideas, willing to participate in this process, and
many teams avoided in this way to be stuck with a technical
demo or framework which had no application. We facilitated the
relationship between theoretical reasoning and practical work in
the later stages of the process

After presenting their work at the end of the semester in our
studio, the participants wrote reflective statements that looked
back at their work from some distance. They were challenged to
'[s]tate what [it was they] wanted to do, why this [was]
interesting, how [they] tried to achieve this, if it worked, why or
why not.' They also should '[e]xplain [their] reasoning behind the
work, dicuss design decisions and expectations, compare their
first and second draft with each other and with the finished final
work. The statement should connect their practical work
substantially to the discussed theories and clarify the influence
and relevance of phenomenology. The work should be in focus
and scope located in relation to other works. The statement should
incorporate and address received feedback, and finally state open
questions as areas of possible future research. Problems could be
discussed, but it should be avoided to recount and describe in
detail what students did and who did what ('first we cut it out, and
then we painted it blue'), and how much trouble it was and which
software tools they used.

5. WORKS
A number of works was created in the course. A selection of these
is presented here. The Eight-Bit Mirror, Deimous, Punch It and
[sol] are student works7. The Box Me Dumb Human installation
was developed by the author while preparing the course and is
described elsewhere in this volume.

5.1 The Eight-Bit Mirror
The Eight-Bit Mirror installation (Figure 8) is an interactive
mirror, inviting passing people to interact playfully with its
representation. It mixes recordings and live view, and it shows a
roughly pixelated image in black and white8.

Figure 8. The Eight-Bit Mirror installation
The installation was inspired by J. J. Gibson's studies in the field
of visual perception and aims at creating a visual instigator to
prompt moments of instinctual reaction in the visitor. 'The
original idea came from observing both animals and infants'
reactions to mirrors. [...] Reflections and mirrors are often met
with a raw curiosity, and perhaps in some cases [with] a mild

7

The Eight-Bit Mirror was developed by Felicity Powell, Nick
Redwood and Dylan Turney; Deimous by Anneke Crouse,
Brandon Dawson and Sahil Vallabh; Punch It by Bryan Lee,
Chris Wills and Thomas Zhen; and [sol] by Tarei King, Zak
Henry and Thorsten Ziller.
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Similar to Lightinstallation & Deep Wall (usermx.
wordpress.com/2010/01/28/lightinstallation-deep-wall
(7/7/
2011)), You Fade To Light (usermx.wordpress.com/2010/
01/28/you-fade-to-light and Interaction of light (topdonyblog.
blogspot.com/2011/03/interaction-of-light.html (both 18/7/
2011))

alarm.'9 The Eight-Bit Mirror attempts to create a visual anomaly
'to examine, experiment, or provide insight into overall visual
behaviours'. It is something like a magic mirror, that augments or
diminishes what it sees and reflects. It creates 'a sort of alternate
universe in which the projection is still a mirror image of the
person[s] interacting with the installation, but it does not behave
as an everyday mirror image is expected to'. The software reads
the visitors' silhouettes for a few seconds and makes 'the
projection behave in anomalous ways by rewinding, fastforwarding, and flipping it in the vertical plane'. The distortions
are comprehensible enough that the visitors recognise their
silhouettes but are piqued in their curiosity as to just what the
mirror image is doing next.

This installation is more provocative and invites questions on
violence in increasingly tangible games, than actually being a
game to play. References for this kind of work which asks for
audience participation via critical discussions and moral
considerations are the performances of Stelarc and the
PainStation.

5.2 Deimous
The Deimous installation (Figure 9) was conceived to induce fear
and manage an interactive experience through sound alone. It is
about fighting creepy creatures in a dark room. The creatures
make noise as they approach the player, and the player slashes
them by waving a plastic meat cleaver at their location in space.

Figure 10. Punch It: Sketches

Figure 9. Deimous: Player in spatial setting with customized
plastic weapon, and screen shot with position of player
(green/small) and creature position (red/big)
Having only sound as a means to perceive the environment
around him/her, the player is made acutely aware of this sense.
This transforms his or her reception of the surroundings during
and even after the experience. A 5.1 surround sound system is
used to play sounds triggered by MaxMSP on different speakers/at
different locations around the player. Constant background noises
create an ambient sound environment 'that stimulates emotional
reactions of fear'. The enemies have no definite entity, although
the sounds draw on conventions of horror movies. By not
knowing what or who exactly the enemy is, a sense of the
unknown is established – a key concept in creating fear. To make
the experience more interesting and challenging, the player needs
to learn to differentiate between bad and good sounds. While the
creatures sound 'bad', health packs emit 'good' sounds, which the
player needs to locate and collect.

5.3 Punch It
Punch It (Figure 10–Figure 11) seems to be a simple punching
game in which the player tries to knock out targets which are
indicated by spotlights as fast as he can, without hesitation. But
the targets are humans with large pushbuttons strapped to their
bellies10.
9

This quote and the following quotes are taken from design
documents written by the students.
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Similar to the boxing dummy from 'Interactive Punch-Out'
(www.youtube.com/ watch?v=kuHxfYfs9XY (11/4/2012))

The basic idea is to make 'a 'Whack-a-Mole' style of game, where
a [single] player is faced with several [...] opponents'. In the game,
'a target appears, the player is expected to attack that target or lose
[...] virtual health.' There are targets at four positions: In front,
behind, left and right of the player. A 'downwards projection' is
used to hilight a certain target 'the player must hit'. The targets are
indicated in a certain sequence, 'similar to Dance Dance
Revolution'. As the game moves on, the number of spotlights
increases, and the 'time frame to interact with the targets [...]
decrease[s]', 'requiring the player to decide which target to attack
first'.
There can be different ways of scoring points, e.g. time trials
(getting the most points 'within a set time limit') and speed trials
(reaching a 'set score in the fastest time possible'). There is also
the possibility of team play.

Figure 11. Test of buttons in paper mock-up and screen shot
with three spotlights

5.4 [sol]
The [sol] installation (Figure 12) invites collaboration between
strangers who share a space. A stream of virtual particles is to be
directed from emitters around obstacles to receivers. People
attract particles and deflect their course by their bodily presence
and movement. This work is intended as a large top-down
projection.

It was inspired by the Beacon installation11 and by the AntiVJ
installations12 which both use technology to build interactive live
performances. Patterns of struggle for leadership and collaborative
teamwork are erupting. [sol] focuses 'less on the relationship
between the player and the game world, but more on the interrelationship between the players'. The interaction in the virtual
space is influenced by and influences the real-world interaction of
the actual people. To provide for an easy entry and smooth
immersion of the players, the installation is not using any physical
interaction devices, 'save for the bodily interaction of being in the
space'. A Microsoft Kinect is used to scan the space for
participants' locations.

Students were asked to approach their own work by looking for
existing interactive and playful artworks to present in class. Some
artworks found on the net (mainly on YouTube it seems) turned
out to be very relevant, offering different perspectives on
interaction, e.g. simulation (DIGTable13), performance
(Immaterials: Light painting WiFi, SWEATSHOPPE), body i/o
(Sixth Sense), physical interfaces (Level Head), and sounds and
music (Peptone14, Ensemble15, Reactable). It appears these works
had a profound and lasting impact on students' concepts and
works (e.g. the work of the Eight-Bit Mirror (see below) group
was informed and influenced heavily by Daniel Rozen's
Mechnical Mirrors16). In itself it was not necessarily a problem
that the first ideas and concepts remained very stable and
influential throughout the whole process, but they were seldom
and only reluctantly substantially revised or reframed, although
there was ample opportunity, challenge and in many cases reason
to do so. Reactions to received feedback were quite poor in many
cases. Rather, conceptual reasons were sought and arguments
laboriously constructed to fit an existing or envisaged technical
realisation to an idea or concept.

Figure 12. [sol]: Player interaction in spatial setting (wall
projection) and screen shot

6. DISCUSSION
The course turned out to be quite challenging. Most students had
never heard about phenomelogy before, had only weak or medium
programming skills and limited experience in the realization of
software projects (e.g. time management). They were also quite
challenged by the idea of exploring a philosophical concept
(however sketchy) in relation to their own creative practice. This
was not even recognized by all students as a valid or proper
learning aim, outcome or process. Finding an initial approach and
area of interest, identifying own deficits and getting around to do
something about them was difficult and took time that was
probably later missing from conceptual and design work.
Students' interest and motivation were high, primarily in relation
to the realisation of their own practical project, and all groups
were able to produce a working prototype in the end that had
some connection to tangible interaction. A number of resulting
works was quite interesting for different reasons, while most were
not very provocative, challenging or experimental. Approaches
and resulting works varied strongly between games and art. Some
teams took the idea of playful interaction to mean outright action
games, some developed it towards artistic reflection. Works
included collaborative and competitive aspects. Some were openended and invited free exploration, while some had explicitly
defined and formulated goals and were organised in levels or
rounds; some had background stories, some were totally abstract;
some were finished, some never made it past prototypes. The
discussions in peer groups, informal discussions, organized
feedback sessions and the process of working together with other
groups apparently succeeded in many areas (e.g. avoiding boring
or one-dimensional game play; fragile interfaces; easy ways to
circumvent winning conditions).
11
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Developed by Cinimod Studio and Chris O'Shea, 2009
(www.beaconinstallation.com (unavailable on 5/7/2011))
See www.antivj.com (5/7/2011)

Figure 13. Paint Splash: Connecting dots with one line while
avoiding flying eraser; tablet with canvas surface and fake
brush as interaction device, projection on wall
It was for many teams easier to generate ideas than to identify
exciting and relevant ones. In many cases the design blitz
presentations lacked clarity and specific vision and were clearly
underdeveloped. This might explain a remarkable openness and
willingness to discuss everybody's ideas. The failure to locate
one's work, to put it into context and to see the relevance and
impact of concepts, questions and ideas held back many works.
Connections and different kinds of relations (e.g. hommage,
critique, protest) to other media and works were hardly
established at all.
The exercise on philosophers of phenomenology turned out to be
an excellent opportunity for groups of capable students to find
and define their own approach to the topic; it motivated students
to identify the big open questions that motivated the philosophers
for decades and to draw connections, find relationships and
relevance for their own work. It helped to complement their idea
of phenomenology, and it showed that there are real people
13

The DIGTable was developed by Kazue Kobayashi, Atsunobu
Narita, Mitsunori Hirano, Kazuhiko Tanaka, Toshitaka Katada,
Noriyuki Kuwasawa.
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www.thecreatorsproject.com/blog/a-multiplayer-game-installati
on-thats-controlled-by-shouting (5/7/2011)
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www.thedofl.com/project/ensemble (5/7/2011)
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E.g. www.smoothware.com/danny (7/6/2011)

behind the abstract theories. Some weak students had immense
trouble seeing how theories they had never heard about before and
were not interested in could have any relevance for their practical
work which was hard enough already. These students tended to
get stuck between quoting (or copying) Wikipedia entries and
Google Books or got lost in the details about somebody's family
wealth, siblings, visited schools, lists of works, heaps of names of
teachers, collegues, influences and influenced, and if somebody's
death was big news in the US. In the final exercise, the reflective
statement, we learned for instance that an interaction device
needed 'triple A batteries', that Heidegger's concept of tool use
prompted a group to 'equip[...] the player with a weapon', and that
some people were 'extremely pleased' with their final work.

Figure 14. U-Mop: Player mopping, close-up of top-down
projection on tables
It proved hard to follow through with the exploration an idea
during the development process and to develop it into a concept.
Many final works missed exciting points mentioned and discussed
in the design sketches17. Some teams lost direction due to
basically insignificant technical problems or trivial practical
considerations. Even if relevant conceptual points were already
identified, it was tricky not to be lured by a specific technical
solution and to follow a seemingly easy path (e.g. using a large
software library like OpenCV just for tracking a single color in a
video image as in Bang Boom Splat, a 3D Space Invaders
variant). Experiences from one's practice can and should of course
feed back into, inform and benefit the conceptual process, and
both should form one whole creative process of exploration. But
many questions were apparently decided on the spot for trivial
reasons, not by any informed or conscious decision process or
conceptual considerations at all. Design decisions were generally
not grounded in theory, explained, analyzed or compared, and
remained therefore speculative [1]. It came as a surprise why
something worked18. There were some clever little ideas (e.g. use
of canvas on tablet in Paint Splash (Figure 13)), but these seemed
more like problem fixes than integral parts of the works. In some
cases when the technology was mastered conceptual development
ceased. Very little practical exploration into the unknown was
conducted, i.e. along a conceptual path. There were whole

17
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dimensions in many installations that were neither explored nor
touched in any meaningful way (sound in [sol], Paint Splash and
U-Mop; smell; material/structure/texture; colors). Questions of
how to provide an easy way for participants to enter play were in
some cases not discussed, why else set up U-Mop on tables
(Figure 14)? Apparently, it was not strictly done what the works
asked for or required, but the easy way out was chosen.19
Feedback from experiments can be a valuable resource and inform
concepts and designs. In the majority of projects, it seems,
practical issues were not acknowledged as challenge and
possibility and the actual material to work with, but perceived as
restrictions prohibiting the ideal realisation. Of course, specialized
knowledge and skills were missing. In these cases, students were
expected to either work creatively with what was available or to
aquire what was missing. For instance, knowledge was missing in
the areas of sound, sensors, interface devices (Figure 16) and
interaction design. Play testing was rather short in some cases,
and some interactions simply did not work well enough to be
central to the installations (e.g. shying away monsters in the
Monsters installation (Figure 15)). Projects were hindered by
problems which were discovered too late to be fixed, e.g. topdown projections that were too small in U-Mop (Figure 14) and
[sol] (Figure 12). Some projects lost connection to the inital ideas
(automatic firing in Bang Boom Splat instead of the proposed
gesture or sound input). Technical impairments to game play did
happen (e.g. not the whole projected area could be cleaned in UMop due to the focal length of the webcam used) and technical
inabilities prevented in some cases obvious ways of engaging
players (e.g. photo hiscore lists in U-Mop and Bang Boom Splat).
Some works were clearly not finished (e.g. missing physical
components, winning/losing conditions, levels (Paint Splash),
time limits, title screens). The mid-way interaction test run was
not used to its full potential, i.e. have players try for instance
different kinds of interaction (for e.g. scoring, winning). Many
works were at this point either nearly in final form ([sol], EightBit Mirror) or not close to a stage were they could be
meaningfully tried out and reviewed.

E.g. smell in Monsters in the Dark!!! (Figure 15), competitive
multiplayer modes and use of physical items like clothing to
tidy up in U-Mop (Figure 14), and enabling different strategies
to succeed in Monsters and U-Mop; the spatial setting of
camping with a tent, cooking utensils, torches, etc. was
discarded for no given reason in Monsters.
E.g. the rather trivial Paint Splash was play tested by nearly
everybody present and proved quite popular, while U-Mop,
although using a much more advanced system, was not.

Figure 15. Monsters in the Dark!!!: Speakers surround the
player
19

This is not intended as a contradiction to improvisation,
feedback, iterations, appropriations which always happen in
specific situations and are valid and valuable processes.

Hardware that was available off-the-shelf (e.g. 5.1 speakers in
Monsters, Microsoft Kinect in [sol]) was often prefered over
modified hardware (e.g. interface devices, as in Paint Splash,
Punch It, Stay On (Figure 16)). This might have led to a poor
integration of physical space, body and virtual space in some
cases (e.g. Bang Boom Splat, Monsters). The potential of some
ideas was not fully realized or developed. Space remained rather
generic and was not enriched with meaning, but only used to e.g.
put the laptop on a table. Presentations were in most cases
amateurish, and dictated by the technical equipment that could be
effortlessly obtained and set up.

practical exploration can be improved by stronger connections
between lecture, tutorials and exercises. Content should be
connected and integrated on multiple levels, and it should be
possible to interpret and use the offered material in several ways.
Students' own exploration of the theoretical background can be
extended, as the student presentations on philosophers of
phenomenology appeared to work well and engaged people in
theory in a different way than just listening to a lecture. More
technical tutorials (e.g. on sensors) could encourage the
construction of custom hardware. But tensions will stay, on many
levels, between the material of the lecture, the works by other
people, exercises, the own skills and the technologies at hand, and
what students make of it; these are necessary to initiate the
conception and realisation of interesting works, and create an
inspiring situation to learn.

7. CONCLUSION

Figure 16. Stay On: Balancing a ball on a plane in space and
collecting goodies; special interaction device, projection on
wall (screen shot)
A lack of bold ideas and challenging visions was disappointing
and unexpected; the desire to make a statement was largely
absent20; artistic boundaries or extreme positions did not have any
attraction it seemed, but were avoided instead of explored. For
instance, ideas about social implications of competition,
collaboration and roles were neither recognized nor discussed.
Bizarre, weird and dodgy views and ideas were nearly completely
absent; the most provocative work was, after much
encouragement in feedback sessions, suggestions from other
groups and being repeatedly asked to do so in discussions, Punch
It's commenting on violence in games. Despite strong conceptual
and practical work, radical design decisions were not made.
Students strived to keep possibilities open, rather than committing
decisively to a special and specific result. Is this state of
remaining uncommitted signifying a feeling of insecurity?
Interestingly, the results of the Space Invaders exercise did not
differ much from those of the final work. Those results were not
very experimental and showed already a lack of concept, design
and finishing, just as in the final work. This points either to bad
time and project management, or, more reasonably, to missing
awareness of these essential parts. And as Space Invaders were
mainly clones of the 1978 version (despite being explicitely asked
to go beyond that), the setting of the final works were quite
conventional or harmless (Punch It being the only possible
exception). The openness of some exercises were interpreted as
vagueness it appears, and resulted in loss of orientation or
helplessness instead of taking control of the offered space and
establishing a place for the work. Default values appeared to
dominate critical vision.
There are also observations and consequences for the organisation
of the course. The unity of theoretical conceptualisation and

This article described the results of a course on tangible
interaction. The aim of the course was to motivate students to
connect phenomenological ideas with their own work. While
developing their practical projects, students were invited to
uncover the underlying theories, to explore them on their own and
to (re-) connect their findings to their practice. We attempted to
establish a feedback loop of practical work and theoretical
reasoning, in a natural way, a holistic approach.
The lectures and the exercises were meant to initiate self-initiated
research and independend learning. Throughout the semester,
students maintained high motivation, participation and
contribution to the learning process. In this process as much
control as possible was handed over to them to invite them, which
worked well for strong students and was appreciated. These
students handled the possibilities and problems easily and
comfortably, while weak students struggled considerably to find
an angle and to identify a focus for their learning and practice.
Generally speaking, the approach led to some strong results, but
in some cases only shallow ideas of phenomenology were
developed, and only broad connections to one's own practice were
established. The identification of central aspects of the own ideas
and works was weak; this resulted in little focus on these issues. It
appeared to be a common trend to avoid (artistic) risks, conflicts
and controversial topics, and to default to no or quite conservative
messages or meanings. In this respect, many works were not very
provocative, challenging or experimental; some groups even
developed mainly a framework for others to explore. The medial
location of the works and their specific contribution were only
vaguely defined.
The course appears to have worked to get basic ideas of
phenomenology across to students and wake their interest. It
identified the main protagonists, made them and their theories
appear accessible, and showed the relevance of concepts of
embodiment for students' practice. This led to a new perspective
on the relationship of reasoning and action with relevance and
consequences for interactive system design. Of course, the full
potential of the approach has not been realized yet, but it was
exciting to see first results in students' creative work.
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